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regarded as the founder of the idea this was of
immense importance to the days before the
Education Acts (2) He reintroduced the
Aeapae or love feasts of the early Church
which were fellowship meetings deepening the
sense of brotherhood of the society (8) He
began to copy the open air meetings of the
eloqjient Whitefleld and soon unwittingly pro
duced the most extraordinary results finding
that his Bermons led to groans tears feinting
fits and all sorts of emotional expression Even
bis open air lay speakers produced like results
and these came to be associated with Methodism
and gave significance to the proud Anglican
claim that their services would be without
enthusiasm (4) After some hesitation he
ventured to consecrate Dr Thomas Coke who
was being sent as a missionary to America as a
bishop of his church In addition to Wesley s
religious work lie was a great educator of the
common man. Thus he introduced the cheap
book and the church magazine publishing books
of any sort which he thought would edify and
not harm even when the views expressed were
different from his own—e g Thomas a Kempis s
Imitation of Chnst and worts of history bio
eraphr science and medicine in some case*
written by himself In this way the movement
with ita cheap books and reading rooms had an
influence far beyond its actual membership
Both the Anglican Church and the Evangelical
movement of Wilberforce and others profited
from Wesley s work Some social historians
nghtly or wrongly have claimed that it was
Wesley s influence among the working classes
that spared England the revolutionary activity
which characterised most other European coun
tries during the first Quarter of the 19th cent
Methodism, especially after Wesley's death in
1791 began like other movements to develop
schisms There were the long-standing differ
ences which the Baptist movement (q v 1 had
shown too between Arminian and Calvmist sec
tarns—»e. between those who did and those
who did not accept the doctrine of predestina
tion. In the case of the Methodists, this ted to
a complete break: in 1811 Then there were
differences associated with the status of the
laity or the relationship of the movement with
the Anglican Church The Methodist New
•Connection of 1797 differed only in giving the
laity equal representation with the ministers but
the more important break of the Primitive
Methodists In 1810 gave still more power to the
laity and reintroduced the camp meeting
type of service In 1815 the Bryamtes or
Bible Christians   were formed and a further
schism which was even brought before the law,
courts was ostensibly over the foundation of a
theological college    Tie real reason of course
was that the ministers were becoming more
Tory   whilst the laity were becoming more
Radical    Hnally in 1932 at a conference in the
Albert Hall in London, the Wesleyan Method
ists the Primitive Methodists and the United
Methodists became one Church the Methodist
Church.   Including America, where Methodism
under the original direction of Thomas Coke
spread like wildfire the Methodist is one of the
largest Protestant Churches of today
Mind and Matter
Early Greelt Views Ideal/ism and Dwlwm
Primitive peoples could see that there is a
distinction between those things which move
and do thines by themselves and others, such as
stones which do not Following the early state
of Animism <g «) in which spirits were believed
to have then- abode in everything they began
to differentiate between matter or substance
and a force which seems to move it and shape it
into objects and things Thus to the Greek
Parmenides (fl c 475 b o) who was a philo
sopher of pore reason thought or mind was the
creator of what we observe and in some way not
quite dear to himself it seemed that mind was
the cause of everything This is perhaps the
first expression of the movement known as
Idealism which says, in effect, that the whole
universe is mental—a creation either of oar own
minds or the mind of God But from Anaxa
gome (488-428 b o.) we have the clearer state
naent tJrat mind or mmf causes all movement
but is distinct from the substance it moves
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He does not however think in terms of indi
vidual minds but rather of a kind of generalised
mind throughout the universe which can be
used as an explanation of anything which can
not be explained otherwise This is the poa
tion known as Dualism (g v ) which holds that
both mind and matter exist and interact but are
separate entities
Most people in practice are dualists since
rightly or wrongly mind and body are thought
of as two different things it is the common
sense (although not necessarily the true) point
of view Plato in a much more complex way
was also a dualist although he held that the
world of matter we observe is in some sense not
the genuine world The real world is the world
of ideas and the tree we see ib not real but
simply matter upon which mind or soul has
imprinted the idea of a tree Everything that
exists has its corresponding form in the world of
ideas and imprints its pattern upon matter
Mind has always existed and having become
entangled with matter is constantly seeking to
free itself and return to God
Plato s pupil Aristotle had a much morp
scientific outlook and held that although it was
mind which gave matter its form mind is not
outside matter as Plato had thought but t/i ids
it as its formative principle Therefore there
could be no mind without matter and no matter
without mind for even the lowest forms of
matter have some degree of mind which in
creases m quantity and quality as we move up
the scale to more complex things.
So far nobody had explained low two such
different substances as matter and mind could
influence each other in any way and this re
mains, in spite of attempts to be mentioned
later a basic problem in philosophy
Two later ideas one of them rather foolish
and the other simply refusing to answer the ques
tion. are typified by the Stoics and some mem
bers of the Sceptic schooL The first is that only
matter exists and what we call mind is merely
matter of a finer texture a view which as an
explanation is unlikely to satisfy anyone the
other that of some Sceptics is that we can know
nothing except the fleeting images or thoughts
that flicker through our consciousness. Of
either mind or matter we know nothing
Renaissance Attitude Christian doctrines
have already been dealt with (see God and
Man Determinism and Free-will) and the past
and future of the soul is dealt with under
Immortality Nor need we mention the Renais
sauce philosophers who were really much more
concerned about how to use mind than about its
nature When they did consider the subject
they usually dealt with it as did Francis Bacon
by separating the sphere of science from that of
religion and giving the orthodox view of the
latter because there were still good reasons for
not wishing to annoy the Church
1 fill-cent Views Hobbes Descartes Ouehncx
Sfnnom Locke Berkeley Thomas Hobbes in
the 17th cent was really one of the first to
attempt a modern explanation of mind and
matter even if his attempt was crude As a
materialist he held that all that exists is matter
and hence our thoughts, ideas images and
actions are really a form of motion taking place
within the brain and nerves This is the
materialist theory which states that mind does
not exist
Thus there are three basic theories of the
nature of mind and body idealism, dualism
and materialism and we may accept any one of
Hie three But if we accept dualism, we shall
have to explain precisely the relationship be
tween body and mind In some of Ms later
writings Hobbes seems to suggest that mental
processes are the effects of motion rather than
motion itself ^e they exist but only as a
result of physical processes just as a flame does
on a candle This theory of the relationship is
known as em'shenomenahsm
Descartes the great Brench contemporary of
Hobbes. was a dualist who believed that mind
and matter both exist and are entirely different
entities therefore he bad to ask himself how
for example, the desire to walk leads to the
physical motion of walking. His unsatisfactory
answer was that, although g.nimaia are pure

